IS T HERE A BET T ER WAY T O
MAKE DECISIONS? !
Dear Readers,
This week’s newsletter includes a question on the topic of making decisions. This
is something many people struggle with on a daily basis... from small decisions to lifechanging decisions, read on and gain peace of mind!

Is there a better way to make decisions?
How come I can’t seemto just make a decision and stick with it?

Whyis it so hard to make decisions? Why do we make so many poor decisions?
Why doso many lawyers (or doctors or other professionals) fail to recommend their
owncareer path to others? Why do so many young fail to save for retirement? Why doso
many people eat too many helpings of dessert? What’s the problem with ourdecisionmaking process?
Chipand Dan Heath examine these questions in their book Decisive: How to Make Better
Choices in Life and Life. The Heathbrothers identify the four villains of decision making that
interfere withmaking good choices. I’ve outlined these four villains below:

Narrow Framing.Often we look at decision as a binary choice. Should I do this or
that? ShouldI take a weeklong vacation or stay home and go to work? Should I buy
that wackypurple sweater or not? Should I move to the big city or stay in the small
town.The Heaths argue that restricting yourself to two choices limits youralternatives
– and that in reality you might not even consider other optionsthat would be better.
Maybe you should take three days off and go away, maybeyou should take the week
off and stay home. Maybe you should buy a differentwacky sweater, or wacky purple
socks. Narrow framing ultimately limits youroptions and can lead to poor decisionmaking.
Confirmation Bias. Confirmationbias is the phenomenon that when you want to
believe an idea to be true, youpay more attention to the information that supports that
idea. In other words,if you think that vegetarians are calmer and kinder people,
whenever you seesomeone who is a vegetarian doing something nice, you will pay
attention andspotlight that connection. When you see people who love to eat meat
acting inmean ways, you will pay attention to that and make the connection between
meateating and cruelty. This means that you will end up “seeing” more things
thatconfirm your belief simply because you are paying more attention to thosethings.
Short-term Emotion. Short-termemotions are in the moment emotions that can
cloud our decision-making process.Short-term emotions can make you replay
conversations over and over again untilyou can’t think straight – even if nothing has
changed since you first startingthinking about it.
Overconfidence. Sometimes,we believe we know what the future holds and
overestimating our “gut” ondecisions. In reality, sometimes we make decisions before
we have even fullythought about them and those decisions can end up hurting us in
the long runbecause we did not consider all of the various alternatives.
Instead,Chip and Dan Heath suggest the WRAP method for making decisions. Below,
I’veexplained their ideas to counterattack the villains of decision making:

Widen your options. Don’tgo with a “whether or not” decision. Instead think “and”
instead of “or.” Ifyou find that you are stuck, find someone else who has solved this
problem inthe past, seek people who you are close to, then research people outside
yourcircle.
Reality-test yourassumptions. Confirmation bias (discussed above) leads us
to collectinformation that only confirms what he want to believe to begin with. To
fightagain that bias, ask questions that will go against your assumptions. Talk
topeople who might not share your opinions.
Attain distancebefore deciding. When we let our emotions control our
decisions, we might endup making poor decisions for the long term. Therefore, try to
shift perspective.What if your friend asked you what to do about this issue? What
would youcounsel him or her? This distance will help you look at the decision
moreobjectively and not approach it through an emotional lens.
Prepare to be wrong.It’s ok to be wrong, but it is a huge amount of pressure to
go into a decisionthinking that you are always going to be right. In reality, we all
makemistakes and none of us can see the future, so preparing yourself for
thisinevitability will make the decision-making process easier.

Decisions will never be easy – but if you stay away from thefour villains of decision making
and make an attempt to WRAP it up, you justmight be a more decisive and successful
person!
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